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1.0

Introduction
ISL Engineering and Land Services was retained by The City of Red Deer to provide landscape
architectural services for the Great Chief Park Enhancement Plan and Outdoor Speed Skating Oval
Relocation Site Assessment in June 2011.
As with most recreation projects, it is important to establish project goals and objectives to ensure the
project will progress towards a successful outcome. The main goals and objectives that were
established and revisited throughout this project include:
Staff and User Needs: The needs and wants of staff and user groups should be assessed
through stakeholder engagement with sports, recreation, and community event
representatives.
Level of Service: User expectations should be compared to the typical standards of
comparable communities recreational experience and operations, in order to ensure that
improvements developed during the project are appropriate and attainable.
Four Season Programming: Decisions should be made with the goal of providing a
coordinated range of activities throughout all seasons. Programming should be layered
without compromising the quality of recreational experiences.
Site Opportunities and Constraints: Great Chief Park has a range of site conditions that
will benefit or limit the success of various activities. It is important to evaluate options and
alternatives based on how well they fit with existing conditions and anticipated changes in
the future.
Implementation Strategy: City resources available for implementation are finite and need to
be considered in terms of capital costs, operational costs, and funding.
Infrastructure and Support Facilities: Due to the complexity of multi-recreation parks,
infrastructure and support facilities are important to providing and maintaining quality
recreation effectively.
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2.0

Project Overview and Context
The Project is composed of two related components: 1) a recreational concept plan for sports field
related activities in Great Chief Park, and 2) site assessments to determine an appropriate new
location within the city for the existing speed skating oval that is currently in Rotary Recreation Park.
The following sections outline both components of the project.

2.1

Great Chief Park Enhancement Concept Plan

Great Chief Park is a 16.5 ha multi-use park site within the Waskasoo Park system and is named in
th
honor of Chief Maskepetoon, a prominent 19 Century Cree leader. The park is located adjacent to
Bower Ponds, one of Red Deer’s most well used parks, and is bordered on one side by the Red Deer
River. This park is Red Deer’s premier outdoor sports park. It contains two baseball diamonds, two
fastball diamonds, a combined soccer/football field, the Kiwanis Picnic Site, a 10-hole pitch n’ putt, as
well as various support facilities and park amenities. The site contains trails that connect the park to
the city trail network and the rest of the Waskasoo Park system.
Great Chief Park was established as a park site in 1964. In 1983, the Waskasoo Park Development
Plan and Waskasoo Park Kiwanis Picnic Park Development Plan were created to direct the future of
the site. Through ongoing site and programming improvements over the last few decades, Great
Chief Park has become popular with both sports field and recreational users.
The Recreation, Parks, and Culture Community Needs Assessment (2008) identifies both the need
for the park to be upgraded to accommodate its use as a sports field site, as well as the potential of
the park to serve as festival site. In order to accommodate continued success and popularity, this
concept plan has been developed to guide site enhancements that will address user needs and
upgrade aging infrastructure.

2.2

Outdoor Speed Skating Oval Relocation Site Assessment

For many years, Rotary Recreation Park has been home to the Red Deer outdoor speed-skating
oval. In the 1960’s the oval was constructed along with supporting buildings (that were later
removed). When the Golden Circle building was constructed in the 1970’s, speed-skaters began to
use this building for shelter, storage, and meeting space. The Rotary Recreation and South Area
Study was completed in 2010 as “part of a long term evolutionary process” dedicated to the vision of
the park being a prominent recreational destination and a “Jewel in the Heart of Downtown” (Greater
Downtown Action Plan, 2008).
The final plan developed for Rotary Recreation Park includes a recommendation that the speed
skating oval be relocated to a new site, with Great Chief Park as the suggested location. In response,
The City has initiated this project to determine if Great Chief Park is a viable location for the skating
oval or if Red Deer has other locations that offer better opportunities. Finding a new home for the
speed skating oval is important to both the long term development of the Rotary Recreation Park and
for providing a high level facility to meet the needs of the speed skating community in Red Deer and
central Alberta. This concept plan provides a clear recommendation as to the re-development of the
speed skating oval as an important facility within the overall enhancement of Great Chief Park.
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3.0

Preliminary Concept Plan Development
As a well-used park, Great Chief Park has experienced success as a destination for sport and
recreation users. This Enhancement Plan helps ensure that the park will remain successful for at
least the next 10 to 15 years by adapting to current and anticipated needs. The creation of this
concept plan was dependent on understanding and responding to existing conditions and user
expectations. Through analysis of site opportunities and constraints and stakeholder consultation, a
concept plan was developed as the foundation for the report’s recommendations. The following
sections outline the concept plan development process.

3.1

Existing Conditions Analysis

The existing conditions of Great Chief Park were investigated through on-site assessments and
discussions with The City. Operations and maintenance staff provided information related to current
conditions and maintenance practices. Key locations were identified as having potential for
improvements, alterations, or upgrades. A spatial analysis of the site confirmed that a 400m Olympicstyle speed skating oval would fit in Great Chief Park (See Figure 3.1).

3.2

Stakeholder Needs Assessment

Great Chief Park is a very successful park that is home to many sports teams and leagues and
supports the recreational activities of thousands of Red Deer citizens and visitors on an annual basis.
The park also hosts several community events, such as festivals and charity walks. Representatives
from these groups were invited to attend focus group sessions to identify their needs, wants, and
vision for the future. In addition, these groups were able to review and comment on the draft
concepts for enhancement of the park. A list of the sports groups and community event organizers
that were included in stakeholder consultation is located in Appendix A, along with the feedback from
the three sets of focus group sessions.
The list below provides a summary of the Great Chief Park stakeholders, organized by sport or event
and defined by the number of different leagues and the estimated number of total local players (ie.
does not include visiting teams) or participants that would have used the park in 2011. This list does
not include casual use of the park by the public for recreational activities. It was estimated by City
staff and user group organizers that over 80,000 spectators came to games in Great Chief Park in
2011.
Football – 6 leagues / 474 players on local teams
Baseball/Slo-pitch/Fastball – 11 leagues / 5540 players on local teams
Soccer – 3 leagues / 255 players on local teams
Cross Country Skiing – 3 clubs / 235 participants
Community Events – 6 events/charities with an estimated 26,600 participants
As indicated, the stakeholders were consulted through focus groups and then through meetings of a
stakeholder advisory committee. During the first set of focus group sessions, discussion was focused
around the existing conditions of Great Chief Park and establishing the need and wants of each
group. During the second set of focus group sessions, a preliminary program list and draft concept
plan was presented to stakeholders, for clarification and feedback. This session was held prior to a
public open house, to allow the project team the opportunity to further refine the plan before public
presentation. An Advisory Committee of stakeholder representatives met three times to review the
draft Enhancement Plan recommendations and provided input on the priorities, funding, and
implementation (See Section 5.0).
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3.3

Alternative Skating Oval Sites

Consultation with representatives from the Central Alberta Lions Speed Skating Club provided
information on the spatial, facility, and infrastructure requirements for the skate oval. The type of
skating-oval recommended for development is a 400m Olympic-style speed skating oval (see Figure
3.2).
Through discussion with The City, a list of additional potential sites for the skating oval was identified.
The project team used the program and development information (see Section 3.4) provided by
speed skating representatives during the needs assessment to assess the viability of each site. One
of the key factors in the consideration of several of the alternative sites was the current lack of
required infrastructure (water, parking, lighting etc). Based on site review and consideration of the
development requirements, the following sites were explored and subsequently eliminated from
further investigation:
Barrett Park was eliminated from consideration in the Rotary Recreation Park and South
Area Study (2010) because the footprint would consume too much of the site’s area and
could potentially displace current users.
River Bend was eliminated because of its relatively remote location and lack of adequate
servicing availability, particularly with respect to water and lighting needs during winter
seasons.
The area east of Kinex Arena was eliminated due to the close proximity to seniors
residential, viewing and access requirements, and the available space.
Timberland and Hazlett Lake would only be available as long term sites, since they are
currently unavailable for development and therefore do not have the required support
infrastructure and servicing. This would result in a delay in the redevelopment of Rotary
Recreation Park.
Lindsay Thurber High School was not suitable for skating oval construction due to ongoing
site settlement issues and other construction constraints on the existing running track.
Red Deer College has other sports development priorities; therefore, they were not
interested in speed skating oval development on their site at this time.
Due to the size of the oval’s footprint and the required infrastructure and support facilities, it was
determined that Red Deer does not have a site, other than Great Chief Park, that is currently suitable
to accommodating the skating oval. If The City were to delay relocation until a future site became
available, the Rotary Recreation Park redevelopment plan would be either stalled by the current
location of the skating oval or the sport of speed skating would be adversely impacted.
Following this determination, the project proceeded with the preliminary assumption that Great Chief
Park would be home for the new speed skating oval.

3.4

Preliminary Concept Plan

Using information from the opportunities and constraints analysis and information gathered during
the needs assessment, the project team prepared a preliminary Concept Plan. The Concept Plan
focused on improving the recreational experience of current users and integrated the speed skating
oval into the site. Facility and infrastructure upgrades were recommended in order to ensure that
multi-recreational uses have the support and amenities they require. A list of specific program
elements requested by stakeholders (see Table 3.1) was prepared and used as the basis for the
development of the preliminary Concept Plan. Some of the requests were operational (related to
maintenance), some were identified as necessary infrastructure upgrading, and some were new
capital improvements requested so that the facility could better meet the needs of the various groups.
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It is important to note that as the Concept Plan evolved from preliminary through to the final plan, the
program list was also refined through consideration of user needs and priorities, balancing against
overall park needs, the environment, group sustainability and operational requirements. As such, the
program elements proposed in the preliminary concept plan (and provided in Table 3.1) does not
represent all of the elements that were proposed on the list of recommended enhancements in the
final plan.
The preliminary Concept Plan was reviewed by stakeholders and City staff and presented to the
public during open houses held at the Collicutt Centre and G.H. Dawe Centre on November 26,
2011. The preliminary Concept Plan was further refined based on comments received during the
public open house (see Appendix B).
Table 3.1:
Preliminary Stakeholder Program List
Football/Soccer Field Area

Speed Skating

Artificial turf

Olympic-style 400m speed skating oval

Larger/additional dressing rooms

Warm up area for spectators and athletes: 100-300 people

Increased parking

Separate space warm-up space for competition officials and
media/competition office

Cheaper rental fees

Office/storage room

New press-both/spotters booth

Garage/maintenance yard close to ice to keep maintenance
equipment clean

New sound system

Hot water system/infrastructure for ice making

New scoreboard

Lighting

Grandstand

Subsurface heating and cooling system

Improved public washroom/meeting area

Cross-country Skiing

Storage building/maintenance yard

Designated trail routes with space for track setting

Covered entry

Jackrabbit training location with lighting
Warm-up area

Baseball and Fastball

Winter washroom

Improved turf care in diamonds

Storage area

Batting cages (either a central year round or seasonal at
Community Events
each diamond)
Lights on all diamonds

More security

Press box improvements on Baseball Diamond #1

Full time or day time washroom access for all

Sound system improvements

Media tower on Football/Soccer

Washroom closer to Baseball Diamond # 2

Tent area (spikes) and large tent pad

Bigger concession for tournaments

Stage built is only good for use in summer (icy, no heat)

Covered area for inclement weather

More washrooms

Another 8’ higher backstops

Power – Generators are loud environmental problems.

Remove grass from infields on Fastball # 1 and #2 and
replace compacted shale

Trail between areas (Kiwanis – GCP – Bower Stage)

Cinder block dugouts at all diamonds

More space for the audience to watch program on stage

New covered gateway entry at each diamond

More space for the food venders
Separate location for food booths
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4.0

Enhancement Plan
Based on input from stakeholders, the public and City staff recommended Enhancement Plan was
prepared for Great Chief Park (see Figure 4.1). The Plan is divided into three areas of
recommendations: Football/Soccer/Speed-skating Area; Baseball/ Fastball Diamonds; General Site
Improvements.

4.1

Football/Soccer/Speed Skating Area Recommendations

By layering the speed skating oval on to the sports field site, Great Chief Park becomes a dynamic
multi-season site. As a result, the recommended site improvements must ensure that the
requirements of the speed-skating oval are consistent with those of the sports field. As well, there is
an opportunity for expanded facilities/amenities that will benefit summer and winter users. The
following outlines the recommendations for the sports field area improvements:
Existing Clubhouse Expansion: The existing clubhouse is the central facility used by all
sports field and diamond user groups. Due to the large number of user groups on the site,
especially during tournaments, and the small dressing rooms, this building is inadequate for
the needs of everyone. Furthermore, the existing clubhouse currently operates only in the
summer, due to servicing restrictions (shallow depth of waterlines). The existing clubhouse
will be maintained for use by baseball, slo-pitch, and fastball in the summer. A new
winterized clubhouse building, connected to the existing clubhouse, is proposed to provide
four large dressing rooms and office space for use by football, soccer, cross-country skiing,
and speed skating groups (see Figure 4.2).
New Sportsfield Clubhouse/Maintenance Building: To meet the operational and spectator
comfort requirements a second new all-season building should be constructed within the
sports field area (see Figure 4.3). This facility would provide public washrooms, a
concession, and warm-up space, which would mean that sports field/skating oval spectators,
would no longer need to exit the fenced area to access amenities. In the winter there would
also be an indoor space for speed skating viewing and gathering. The building would also
provide a maintenance garage to house maintenance equipment (including ice surfacing
equipment and access to hot water) and operational controls. A large storage room with
equipment lockers and a small event office would be available for user groups.
Maintenance Yard/Waste Management: . A new fenced maintenance yard will
complement the garage that is proposed as part of the new sports field clubhouse. The
location of this maintenance yard ensures that ice surfacing equipment remains clean when
travelling from the garage to the skating oval, reduces wear on the equipment, and improves
safety by reducing the potential for conflicts with pedestrians or vehicles in the park. A gate
and driveway provides easy access to the existing maintenance yard which will be
maintained to ensure that there is sufficient space for all of the operations equipment and
materials.
The addition of a second maintenance yard will provide an opportunity to enhance waste
management in Great Chief Park by providing enough space for a waste bin enclosure (1-2
bins) in the existing maintenance yard. Locating the bins within the yard will ensure direct
and safe access to the bins to avoid conflicts between waste vehicle traffic and park user
traffic (vehicle or pedestrian). The use of heavy-duty asphalt or concrete will be required to
upgrade the access and to facilitate turning and loading within the yard. In addition to the
main bins, trash and recycling receptacles should be provided adjacent to all of the proposed
new facilities in locations where people will move and gather and in easily accessible
locations for parks operations staff.
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Synthetic Turf Field: Replacing the natural grass field surface with synthetic turf will benefit
soccer, football and potentially field lacrosse
user groups. The benefits of a synthetic turf
field are numerous, but for Great Chief Park
the most important benefit will be to maximize
overall use time. Groups will be able to utilize
the fields for practices (rather than just games)
and it will extend the season allowing use of
the field early in the spring and late in the fall
when use of the existing field is carefully
Clark Park, Edmonton
managed to protect the field from damage.
Maintenance is still required on synthetic turf fields, but it requires less labour and no
chemicals or water. The initial capital investment required for synthetic turf field is relatively
high; however, a high quality and properly installed synthetic turf field generally has a ten to
fifteen year lifespan after which only the surface needs to be replaced.
Another consideration for installing a synthetic turf field in Great Chief Park is that it improves
opportunities for the City to host provincial and national championships. For example, the
Alberta School’s Athletic Association policy requires the hosts of Provincial high school
football championships to have a field with lights, seating for 1000 and a ‘field turf’ (synthetic
turf) regulation field. Hosting of these events would provide economic benefits to the sport,
the City and local business.
Since this synthetic turf field will be used for a speed skating oval in winter, is critical to
ensure that the synthetic turf product selected is appropriate for this application. Synthetic
turf, including base preparation and drainage, should extend beyond the edges of the skating
oval, to ensure that differential settlement is less likely to occur. Not all synthetic turf products
may be appropriate for winter ice creation and supplier warranties may become void. One
synthetic turf supplier recommended that a turf protection system, commonly used to protect
synthetic sports fields during concerts, be installed over the skating oval area prior to
creating ice. The protection system would also be valuable for festivals or other special
activities taking place on the site during the summer months.
As a result of the differences in available synthetic turf materials, installation, lifecycle and
maintenance requirements, particular attention should be put towards selecting both
suppliers and installers. There are many different installers and suppliers for synthetic turf
and a wide range of projects installed throughout Canada and the United States. Requests
for Proposals (RFP) will be need to be carefully written to ensure that product quality,
supplier/installer track record, and references rate highly in the evaluation criteria.
Speed-Skating Oval: A 400m Olympic-style speed-skating oval will be including in Great
Chief Park’s programming. This will require removal and replacement the hedge and fence
along the south side of the field to accommodate the track (see Figure 4.4). Support facilities,
including the maintenance building and yard described previously, will be required to service
the oval. To accommodate the
skating oval layout, the soccer/
football field will need to be
shifted slightly to the south. This
will align centerfield with the
center of the skating oval. The
bleachers will also be realigned to
match the new center field
locations. Lighting will need to be
re-examined to determine if the
Brewer Park, Ottawa
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light standards or just the lights, need to be adjusted.
Permanent Beer Garden: A permanent fenced facility for a user-group operated beer
garden is recommended. This will make it easier for user groups to obtain liquor licensing
and control the movement of people. A concrete pad and permanent shade/rain structure as
well as large ‘picnic’ tables would be included.
Communications Improvements: The existing sound system and scoreboard in the
football/soccer field area require upgrades as they are aging and are ineffective. The new
scoreboard should be installed in the space between the north football end zone and the
skating oval.
A new press box/spotters booth should be installed
on the east side of the field. It will need to be
positioned approximately 10m south of the ‘new’
center field so as to not import a group of mature
spruce trees. A raised press box with a tiered
design, such as the one in Stettler, Alberta should
be used in order to provide space for timers and
officials to meet the needs of the various sports
groups. Since the field may be used for festivals,
the new press box/spotters booth should provide
electrical connections for event tents/stages.

Stettler High School, Stettler

Circulation Improvements: Concrete walkways and plaza area should be constructed to
complement and connect the proposed buildings and spectator areas (See Figure 4.4).
Spaces should be designed to allow people to congregate and should be furnished with
picnic tables, benches, and trash receptacles. A covered gateway, similar in design to the
existing gateway at Baseball Diamond 1, will provide ticket-takers with a covered area to
monitor the movement of people. A secondary, entrance should be provided on the north
side of the site for people using the expanded northeast parking lot (See Section 4.4), and a
third entrance location should be developed at the northeast corner of the field to provide a
stronger connection to Bower Ponds for use only during festivals and events. All areas
should be landscaped to enhance pedestrian experience by providing shade and shelter.
The new fence along the south side of the field should be planted with a hedge to match
existing fenced areas. Bike racks should be installed near the front entrance to support
access to the park by those on bikes.

4.2

Baseball/Fastball Diamonds Recommendations

All four diamonds in Great Chief Park are used by multiple user groups throughout the season. As a
result, the improvements suggested for the diamonds have the potential of improving the
experiences of many players and spectators. The following outlines these recommendations:
Existing Concession/Washroom Building: The
existing building should be expanded to provide
an additional concession window and set of
washrooms (see Figure 4.5). By modifying the
existing building and moving the first base fence
line, spectators in Baseball Diamond 1 (BB1)
would have access to amenities without leaving
the fenced area. A separate concession window
and set of washrooms would still provide
amenities to other park users.
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Infields: Users have also expressed safety concerns over the compacted and deteriorating
shale that needs replacing in some of the diamonds. A staged upgrading of Fastball (FB)
Diamonds 1 and 2 infields should include replacement of compacted shale and repaired
transitions between turf and shale areas. Users have requested that in the long term,
synthetic turf infields should be installed to maximize the playability of all diamonds.
Outfields: The outfield in BB1 requires upgrading to address long term settlement and
compaction issues. This is an operational requirement and the proposed approach will be to
identify key areas of repair (remove turf, raise base, adjust irrigation as required, install sod)
within the field, and then improve the balance of the field through an aeration and
topdressing program over several years. From a use and overall cost perspective it was
agreed that this would be the preferred approach rather than completely removing and
replacing the field. The outfield fences on BB1, and FB 1 and 2 all require replacement of
the chain link mesh (long term damage) and the addition of safety top caps.
Batting Cage: A batting cage for use by baseball, slo-pitch, and fastball user groups is
recommended to be installed between BB1 and
2. This facility has been discussed with all of the
ball user groups as a perfect partnering
opportunity in which the groups would take
responsibility for the fundraising, development
and operation of the batting cage. A site outside
of the outfield of BB1 is recommended as the
site for the batting cage and a pedestrian gate
is required in the outfield fence to provide
Typical Batting Cage – stock photo
access to players during practice and warm-up.
Lighting: User groups have expressed the need to have permanent lights installed in all unlit
diamonds (BB 2 and FB 2). In addition, the lighting on BB1 is expected to need
replacement/upgrading in the next 3-5 years.
Backstop: Due to safety concerns expressed by users and changes is sport safety
standards, FB 1 and 2 require that the backstops be raised by an additional 2.4m.
Permanent Beer Garden: A permanent fenced facility for a user-group operated beer
garden is recommended in BB 1. This will make it easier for user groups to obtain liquor
licensing for sporting events and control the movement of people. The operation of a beer
garden and concession during tournaments are seen as important opportunities for groups to
raise funds during these events. The users would like the beer garden to be positioned so
that patrons can access it from the field side and would be able to watch the ball game from
the beer garden area. To accommodate this, it has been proposed that the existing hedge
and fence along the north edge of the diamond (first base line) be shifted north and
reinstated. A concrete pad with a permanent shelter will provide shade and shelter for the
beer garden and a number of larger picnic tables would be included. During the winter, the
fenced area and shelter can be used to store cross-country ski track setting equipment.
Circulation Improvements: Concrete walkways and a plaza area should be created near
the new concession window and washroom access (see Figure 4.5). Areas where the fence
line has been altered should be re-landscaped to match the existing hedge. Covered
gateways, similar in design to the existing gateway at Baseball Diamond 1, should be
installed at the remaining three diamonds. Bike racks should be installed near Baseball
Diamond 1 and Fastball Diamond 1 to encourage cycling.
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Dugouts: The fastball user groups would like to have permanent,
enclosed dugouts installed in FB 1 and 2 to provide players with
shelter. It was agreed that a specifically designed fence and high
quality tarp/wind screen system with a hard surface roof, rather
than cinder block dugout, will be adequate. The tarp system will
be less expensive and could potentially be paid for by allowing a
sponsorship opportunity on the tarps.

Dugouts with Tarps – stock photo

Batter’s Eye Screen: A Batter’s eye screen may be
required in the outfield of BB1 to increase the batter’s vision and safety. This may be
achieved through user group investments.
Communications Improvements: The sound system in FB 1 requires upgrades to meet the
needs and expectations of spectators and a new sound system should be installed on FB2
when new power and lighting is installed.

4.3

General Site Improvements Recommendations

The following recommendations support the specific enhancements related to the sports fields that
were described in the preceding sections and provide general improvements that will benefit all users
and all activities within Great Chief Park. The recommended general site improvements include:
Water and Sanitary Service Upgrading: Upgrades to water lines and the existing sanitary
lift station are required to support the additional buildings and expanded use of the park for
events, tournaments and as a winter facility. A preliminary servicing review was completed
and it is recommended that the water lines be looped for fire protection (200mm diameter)
within the site and that the existing 150mm water main should be replaced with a 200mm
main installed at a suitable depth to prevent freezing. Upgrades to the lift station relate
primarily to the sizing of the pumps as the forcemain and tank are assumed to be sized
appropriately for future flows.
Power Servicing: Facility operations staff and Electric Light & Power discussed options for
the short and long term power servicing requirements of the site. Upgrading of the overall
power servicing is required in the short term as the existing system (4kV) which was built in
the late 1950s has exceeded it useful life and has started to fail. The recommended
approach is to install a new 25kV loop from the existing transformer at the Bower Ponds
pavilion around the football field and baseball diamonds to the line on Fountain Drive.
Transformers will be connected to this loop to feed the various buildings and field lights now
and in the future. Great Chief Park will then switch from being a primary metered customer
to a secondary metered customer. This will result in EL&P taking responsibility for repair and
maintenance of the 25kV system. The services from the transformer to the proposed
buildings and lights will still be the responsibility of the park. The annual electricity cost will
go up with the secondary metered rate as there will be multiple meters on the site.
The construction of this loop will be staged to provide service to the new facilities as they
come on line. The exact location of the loop and the location and secondary voltage of the
transformers will depend on the loading requirements of the buildings and lights. The
development of the proposed clubhouse will require that the existing transformer and
secondary feeds be relocated within the proposed maintenance yard. This will need to be
determined as detailed planning for the various facilities proceeds. Recreation, Parks and
Culture will need to work with an electrical consultant on the design of services to the
buildings beyond the transformers as this is outside of EL&P’s mandate.
In addition to the overall power servicing and the specific requirements for the proposed
buildings and field lights, key locations for access to power and water are required to support
community events in Great Chief Park and Bower Ponds and could eliminate the need for
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groups to bring generators onto site. As indicated on Figure 4.7, the expanded NE parking lot
and the parking lot between the Bower Pavilion and Cronquist House are seen as key
locations for event staging and so these areas should be properly serviced with water and
power at the time of preliminary and detailed design. Information Technology service into the
Park should also be provided and can be accommodating through digital cable installed in
the future via conduit installed as part of the power service upgrades.
Bus Access: Many of the sports activities, tournaments and festivals held in Great Chief
Park require the use of buses to transport players and users to and from the site. Since
there is only one entrance into the park and the parking lot is typically full during events, it is
difficult for buses to enter and exit. Safety of the passengers (getting to and from the buses)
as well as other people moving through the parking lot is a concern. A concrete bus drop off
lane located west of the existing clubhouse and football field will accommodate team
transport and Park and Ride service during festivals and events (see Figure 4.6). Two new
entrances into the existing parking lot would facilitate easier bus movements, especially
when the site is busy. Along the north side of the parking lot, a small concrete addition to the
parking lot would allow a line of buses to park, without reducing the current parking lot
capacity.
Existing Main Parking Lot Upgrading/Reconstruction: The existing main parking lot has
been previously identified as needing significant repairs and overlay paving. Due to
settlement and the impacts of tree root heaving, the surface of the lot is deteriorating and
becoming a mild safety hazard due to cracks, potholes, and other surface disruptions. It is
recommended that the parking lot be completely reconstructed, starting with removal of the
existing structure down to the subgrade, and including removal of some of the large poplar
trees that are causing a number of the impacts. The reconstructed lot should include new
entry/exit locations and bus parking (as described above), as well as lighting and a centre
row of islands to improve aesthetics, walkability and pedestrian safety (see Figure 4.6). Any
trees removed, will be replaced according to City policies with appropriate tree species.
N/E Parking Lot Expansion: A lack of parking in Great Chief Park, especially during
summer weekends and events, has been identified as a major issue by all user groups. The
only location where a significant parking lot expansion is viable is around the existing N/E
overflow parking area (see Figure 4.6). By expanding the existing lot to support
approximately 145 stalls, there will be additional parking for busy tournament weekends and
additional space for staging community events and festivals that already use the area around
Cronquist House and Bower Ponds (see Figure 4.7). In addition, pressure will be taken off of
Great Chief Park’s main lot (325 stalls) and people accessing Bower Ponds will have closer
parking.
It is important to note that the defined need for additional parking in the Park is based on
anecdotal evidence only (it was a need identified by
all users). It is recommended that the City complete a
formal parking and access study to clearly determine
the need and specific parking requirements to support
weeknight, weekend, and tournament/event use of
the Park.
The existing forest areas in Great Chief Park are very
attractive to users and provide habitat areas. Although the expansion of the N/E parking lot
will have an impact on these areas, the parking lot should be designed to retain as much
natural vegetation and drainage patterns as possible. A thorough environmental review
should be completed to ensure impacts to vegetation, drainage and wildlife on the site can
be mitigated. The removal of any forest can be compensated with naturalization planting in
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other parts of the park as per City of Red Deer policies. Even without the expansion, it is
recommended that the entire south edge and part of the east edge of the existing N/E
parking lot be opened up (removal of understorey vegetation and thinning of tree density) to
allow visual access into the lot from the roadway to ensure better surveillance and safety
(CPTED principles). A widened walkway opening towards Cronquist House is also
recommended. Sustainable parking lot design strategies, such as permeable paving,
bioswales and landscaping, should be considered as an integral part of the project.
Circulation Improvements: The addition of asphalt trails, concrete walks, plaza areas and
bike racks are recommended in key locations on site (see Figure 4.1). These improvements
will form stronger connections between facilities and amenities. In addition to trails, walks
and plaza’s, general upgrades in landscaping and furnishings are recommended to improve
pedestrian experience. The recommended pedestrian connections include:
• Trail connection along west side of site from entrance to Kiwanis Picnic Area.
• Improved trail connection through middle of site, from existing parking lot to
diamonds and Kiwanis Picnic Area.
• Realigned trail at southeast corner of existing parking lot to facilitate new driveway.
• Trail along west side of existing parking lot.
• Two new pedestrian pickup/drop-off of plazas adjacent to bus drop-off lane and bus
parking area.
• New plazas and walkways around sports field / baseball diamond areas.
• Improved, visually strong pedestrian connection from access road to Bower Ponds.
Cross Country Skiing: Cross country skiing will continue to be a primary user of Great
Chief Park during the winter. With the development of the speed skating oval, the football
field area will be no longer be available as the teaching site for the Jackrabbits Cross-country
Ski Club and so they would move their lessons to the outfield of Baseball Diamond 1. To
support this move, the permanent shelter in the proposed beer garden in BB1 should be
designed to have power and be a secure space for storage of the track setting equipment.
Another benefit to the ski club will be access to the new clubhouse building, which would
serve as a warming/changing area. One final consideration during design and construction
will be to ensure that additional tree planting or site amenities (benches, trash, directional
signage) are installed in locations that do not interfere with the 2.5m wide corridors required
for setting cross-country ski tracks.
Pitch 'n Putt Course: The current 10-hole pitch n’
putt course will remain on site, but will require
modification in order to accommodate site
improvements, such as the skating oval. This will
likely result in the loss of one hole and realignment
of the others to maintain the activity as a 9-hole
course. The pitch n putt entry and pay box will also
need to be moved into the Kiwanis picnic site.
Special Events/Festivals: Many of the improvements listed in the above sections will
benefit special events and festivals. During consultation it was noted that the most events
tend to use the areas around Cronquist House as “home base” because of its adjacency to
both Bower Ponds and Great Chief Park. The expansion of the northeast parking lot and
opening up of this space provides more room for vendors, tents, trailers, and staging. Power
and water connections are recommended in this area to provide event servicing and reduce
the need for portable generators.
Since the football/soccer field (future synthetic turf field) in Great Chief Park has been
identified as an important festival site now and in the future, better connectivity to Bower
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Ponds and Cronquist House is recommended. Stronger pedestrian linkages, including new
gates on the northwest and southeast corners of the field, will help ensure that all spaces
can be used together if needed to host a large scale festival or event.
In addition, the proposed pedestrian bridge over the river and the future expansion of the
Bower Ponds pavilion (although outside the scope of this project), are important features that
are critical to the success of Great Chief Park and Bower Ponds serving the City as a major
festival and events site.
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5.0

Implementation
A number of key factors were considered by The City and project team with respect to establishing
strategies for an achievable implementation plan. The following sections outline the estimated
capital costs and the selected development priorities and recommended phasing.

5.1

Estimated Capital Costs

The total estimated capital cost of all of the recommended Enhancement Plan projects (all three
types of projects) is $8.6 million, in 2012 construction dollars. This total includes a 15% contingency.
The estimated capital total does not take into account future inflation and assumes that inflation
would be added at the time of development. It also does not include an allowance for consulting fees
(10-12%) as not all of the projects would require external consultants for design, tender and
construction management.
Table 5.1, provides an estimate of capital costs for each of the recommended Enhancement Plan
projects, organized in four areas: 1) Football/Soccer/Speedskating, 2) Baseball, 3) Fastball and 4)
General Site Improvements. The total estimated capital cost of $8.6 Million is divided below into the
four development areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Football/Soccer/Speedskating: $5.6 Million
Baseball: $0.7 Million
Fastball: $0.4 Million
General Site Improvements: $1.9 Million

Table 5.2 separates the recommended projects into one of the following three types of capital
projects:
1. Enhancement Project (e) – the enhancement projects are recommended new projects
within Great Chief Park that have been proposed by the user groups to better meet their
specific requirements related to regular league play, practices and tournaments/sporting
events.
2. Infrastructure Improvement Project – (i) – these are specific projects that are needed to
improve, upgrade or replace existing aging infrastructure within the park. Some of these
projects (eg. Main Parking Lot upgrading) have been identified as part of previous budget
discussions.
3. Operational Project (o) – these are projects that should be completed as part of ongoing
operational/maintenance activities within the park and can be completed as available budget
allows over the next 3 to 5 years. There are no capital budget requests associated with the
operational projects.
The total estimated capital cost of $8.6 Million is divided below into the three project types:
1. Enhancement Projects (e): $6.6 Million
2. Infrastructure Improvement Projects (i): $1.7 Million
3. Operational Projects (o): $0.3 Million
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Table 5.1:

Capital Cost by Development Area

1.0 Football/Soccer/Speed-Skating Area (FB/SS)
Item Group Project Description
New sportsfield clubhouse/maintenance building (incl:
1.01 FB/SS servicing, adjoining walks, plazas, site furniture and
landscape)
Existing Clubhouse expansion/New Change Room
1.02 FB/SS Building (incl: site works, servicing, sprinklers in
existing clubhouse)
1.03 FB/SS

Artificial Turf Field: incl: grading, base prep/drainage,
synthetic field, fencing, gates

1.04 FB/SS Pressbox/spotters booth
1.05 FB/SS Sound system upgrade
1.06 FB/SS New scoreboard with stand
Beer garden, including fence, gates and permanent
1.07 FB/SS
shelter on concrete pad
1.08 FB/SS Covered gateway entry (W, N, NW)
Fencing and gates (2.44m Ht.) to accommodate
1.09 FB/SS
speedskating oval and new entrances
1.10 FB/SS Granular maintenance yard and driveway
1.11 FB/SS Concrete walks/plaza
1.12 FB/SS Site Furniture - picnic, bench, trash
1.13 FB/SS Landscaping - trees, hedge and turf repair

Project
Type

Units

Qty

e

Sq. M.

450

$

2,300.00

$ 1,035,000.00

e

Sq. M.

380

$

2,300.00

$

e

Lump Sum

1

$ 2,800,000.00

$ 2,800,000.00

i
i
i

Lump Sum

1

$

24,000.00

$

24,000.00

Lump Sum

1

$

38,000.00

$

38,000.00

Lump Sum

1

$

36,000.00

$

36,000.00

o

Lump Sum

1

$13,000.00

$

13,000.00

o

Each

3

4,200.00

$

12,600.00

e

Lump Sum

1

Incl. in the unit prices for Item 1.03

e
e
e
e

Sq. M.

500

Incl. in the unit prices for Item 1.01

Sq. M.

1400

Incl. in the unit prices for Item 1.01

Lump Sum

1

Incl. in the unit prices for Item 1.01

Lump Sum

1

Incl. in the unit prices for Item 1.01/1.03

Unit Price

$

Subtotal
15% Contingency
Football/Soccer/Speed-Skating Area Total

Total

874,000.00

$ 4,832,600.00
$ 724,890.00
$ 5,557,490.00

2.0 Baseball Diamonds (BB)

2.03

BB

BB1 concession/washroom building expansion - Incl:
servicing, fence (Item 2.07), Concrete Walk/Plaza
(Item 2.08), landscaping (Item 2.09)
Upgrade sod outfield (BB1) - repairs to
grade/irrigation
Batting Cage

2.04

BB

Lighting - BB1 replace exisitng / BB 2 new

2.05

BB

Covered gateway entry (BB2)

2.06

BB

Beer garden in BB1 - incl: fencing, concrete pad,
permanent shelter and Landscaping (Item 2.09)

o

Lump Sum

1

$

2.07

BB

Alterations to fencing/gate to accommodate
concession/washroom expansion

e

Lin. M.

75

Incl. in the unit prices for Items 2.01/2.06

2.08

BB

Concrete walk/plaza (BB1)

Sq. M.

100

Incl. in the unit prices for Item 2.01

2.09

BB

Landscaping - including hedge and turf repair

2.10

BB

Upgrade outfield fence - new mesh /safety top cap

e
e
o

2.01

BB

2.02

BB

June, 2012

e

Lump Sum

1

$

120,000.00

$

120,000.00

o

Sq. M.

2000

$

15.00

$

30,000.00

e
i
o

Lump Sum

1

$

28,000.00

$

28,000.00

Each

2

$

180,000.00

$

360,000.00

Each

1

$

4,200.00

$

4,200.00

35,000.00

$

35,000.00

Lump Sum

1

Lin M.

600

Incl. in the unit prices for Items 2.01/2.06

$

115.00
Subtotal
15% Contingency
Baseball Diamonds Total

$
$
$
$

69,000.00
646,200.00
96,930.00
743,130.00
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3.0 Fastball Diamonds (FB)
Item Group Project Description
3.01

FB

3.02

FB

3.03

FB

New pre-fab FB 1 concession/washroom building,
including servicing (100sq m)
Upgrade sod outfields Replace compacted shale (FB1
and FB2).
Lighting and sound system FB 2

3.04

FB

Higher backstops (FB 1 and FB 2)

3.05

FB

3.06

FB

3.07

FB

3.08

FB

Covered gateway entry (FB 1 and FB 2)
Dugouts (FB 1 and FB 2) - expand size, solid roof,
fence with custom made tarps for sides
Sound System upgrade (FB 1)
Upgrade outfield fences (FB 1 and FB 2) - new mesh
and safety top cap

Project

Units

Qty

Lump Sum

1

o

Sq. M.

2000

e
o
e

Lump Sum

Type

Unit Price

Total

Not required with exp. of existing by BB1

$

23.00

$

46,000.00

1

$ 140,000.00

$

140,000.00

Lump Sum

1

$

39,000.00

$

39,000.00

Each

2

$

4,200.00

$

8,400.00

o

Each

4

$

8,000.00

$

32,000.00

e

Lump Sum

1

$

12,000.00

$

12,000.00

i

Lin M.

900

$

115.00

$

103,500.00

Subtotal
15% Contingency

$
$

380,900.00
57,135.00

$

438,035.00

Fastball Diamonds Total

4.0 General Site Improvements (G)
4.01

G

4.02

G

4.03

G

4.04

G

4.05

G

4.06

G

Upgrade utility Services: Water line (looping), Lift
Station
Transformer upgrades - and other power service
upgrades
Main parking lot Replacement - complete restoration
from subgrade, storm services, tree removal, new
islands, bus pick up zone, concrete walks, trail
realignment and landscaping
N/E parking lot expansion - incl: clearing, subgrade,
base, paving, islands, line painting, walks and
Bus drop off - incl: grading, retaining wall, base,
paving, curbs, walks
Concrete plaza/walks

4.07

G

New/Realigned Asphalt trails (3m)

4.08

G

Landscaped entry sign feature

4.09

G

Kiwanis picnic area/boat launch signage

4.10

G

General landscaping improvements

i

Lump Sum

1

$ 265,000.00

$

265,000.00

i

Lump Sum

1

$250,000.00

$

250,000.00

i

Lump Sum

1

$ 560,000.00

$

560,000.00

e

Lump Sum

1

$ 480,000.00

$

480,000.00

e

Lump Sum

1

$

$

68,000.00

e
e
e
e
e

Sq. M.

1000

Incl. in the unit prices for Items 4.03/4.05

Lin M.

1000

Incl. in the unit prices for Item 4.03/4.04

Lump Sum

1

Deleted from plan - City signage plan

Lump Sum

1

Deleted from plan - City signage plan

Lump Sum

1

Incl. in the unit prices for Item 4.03/4.04

68,000.00

Subtotal
15% Contingency

June, 2012

$ 1,623,000.00
$ 243,450.00

General Site Improvements Total

$ 1,866,450.00

Enhancement Concept Plan Total

$ 8,605,105.00
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5.2

Enhancement Plan Priorities

The Stakeholder Advisory Committee played a key role in representing the various user groups and
selecting the recommended development priorities and phasing of the Enhancement Plan projects.
The Committee met three times following the preparation of the final draft of the Concept Plan and
the preliminary capital cost estimate to review the plan and discuss implementation scope, priorities
and phasing. Following the second meeting, a formal survey was prepared and circulated to
representatives of all of the user groups which asked them to rank all of the recommended
enhancement projects and to define a phasing timeline (1-3 years, 3-5 years and 5-10 years) for
each project. The survey results are provided in Appendix C. In evaluating all of the projects and then
determining the Enhancement Plan priorities, the committee considered a number of specific
development and operational criteria:
Safety: a number of the recommended projects have been identified due to safety concerns
related to current use for both participants and spectators. Examples of these considerations
include the height of backstops, repairs to fencing, upgrading of infields and outfields, and
protective netting over the baseball bleachers.
Infrastructure Integrity: as described previously, there are a number of required
infrastructure improvement projects that relate to the age of the facility. The integrity of some
of the key infrastructure is a concern from both an operational and safety perspective
including the parking lot, water and sanitary servicing, and power service.
Daily versus Peak Function: some of the recommended projects, particularly the
operational ones, will result in an improved level of service for league play and the day to day
use of the facilities. Most of the larger projects (from a capital perspective) proposed by the
user groups are important to the functioning of the park during peak times such as busy
weekend days and most importantly during tournaments and events.
User Group Sustainability: a number of the projects will have a positive influence on user
group sustainability by providing improved opportunities for revenue generation through
concessions, beer gardens and sponsorship.
Environment – preserving the natural and high quality outdoor setting of the Park was an
important criteria for all users. However, to better meet the peak demands of the park the
expansion of the NE parking lot was ranked as a high priority. This expansion will require
removal of existing forest area but it was felt that safety and peak function criteria were
important enough to offset the loss of the trees/habitat if they could be compensated through
naturalization planting in another location in the park or river valley.
Return on Investment - although a business case has not been prepared as part of this
project, it is important to recognize that capital investment in Great Chief Park will provide an
economic return on investment through sports and cultural tourism. A number of the
proposed enhancements have been recommended to improve the park specifically for
tournaments, events and festivals. It is recommended that The City partner with user groups,
Tourism Red Deer and the Chamber of Commerce to conduct an economic assessment to
evaluate the potential positive impacts of tournaments and events on the local economy.
Partnerships - stakeholder groups are prepared to work with The City to achieve the
common objective of enhancing the Park. Stakeholders should be able to provide some
funding through joint grant applications, organization grants, “Sweat Equity” (some grants will
match volunteer labour hours with capital funding), Gifts-in-Kind and fundraising. As detailed
planning occurs, each project should be evaluated for the partnership and sponsorship
opportunities as a means to directly offset the costs.

June, 2012
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Table 5.2: Priorities by Area and Project Type
Enhancement Projects
Item Group Project Description
1.02 FB/SS Ex Clubhouse /New Change Room Bldg
2.01

BB

BB1 concession/washroom building expansion

4.05

G

Bus drop off

1.03 FB/SS Artificial Turf Field
2.03

BB

Batting Cage

4.04

G

N/E parking lot expansion

3.03

FB

Lighting and sound system FB 2

1.01 FB/SS New sportsfield clubhouse/maintenance building
2.04

BB

Lighting - BB 2 new

3.07

FB

Sound System upgrade (FB 1)

Project Priority

Units

Qty

1

Sq. M.

380

$

2,300.00

$

874,000.00

2

Lump Sum

1

$

120,000.00

$

120,000.00

2

Lump Sum

1

$

68,000.00

$

68,000.00

3

Lump Sum

1

$ 2,800,000.00

$ 2,800,000.00

4

Lump Sum

1

$

28,000.00

$

28,000.00

4

Lump Sum

1

$

480,000.00

$

480,000.00

5

Lump Sum

1

$

140,000.00

$

140,000.00

6

Sq. M.

450

$

2,300.00

Type

Rank

e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e

Unit Price

Total

$ 1,035,000.00

6

Each

1

$

180,000.00

$

180,000.00

7

Lump Sum

1

$

12,000.00

$

12,000.00

Subtotal
15% Contingency
Enhancement Projects Total

$ 5,737,000.00
$

860,550.00

$ 6,597,550.00

Infrastructure Projects
4.03

G

Main parking lot Replacement

1.04 FB/SS Pressbox/spotters booth
4.02

G

Transformer upgrades

1.05 FB/SS Sound system upgrade
1.06

FB

Upgrade outfield fences

1.06 FB/SS New scoreboard with stand
4.01

G

Upgrade utility Services

2.04

BB

Lighting - BB1 replace existing

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

1

Lump Sum

1

$

560,000.00

$

560,000.00

2

Lump Sum

1

$

24,000.00

$

24,000.00

3

Lump Sum

1

$250,000.00

$

250,000.00

4

Lump Sum

1

$

38,000.00

$

38,000.00

4

Lin M.

900

$

115.00

$

103,500.00

5

Lump Sum

1

$

36,000.00

$

36,000.00

5

Lump Sum

1

$

265,000.00

$

265,000.00

6

Each

1

$

180,000.00

$

180,000.00

Subtotal
15% Contingency
Infrastructure Projects Total

$ 1,456,500.00
$

218,475.00

$ 1,674,975.00

Operational Projects
2.02

BB

Upgrade sod outfield (BB1)

3.04

FB

Higher backstops (FB 1 and FB 2)

3.06

FB

Dugouts (FB 1 and FB 2)

2.06

BB

Beer garden in BB1

3.02

FB

Replace compacted shale (FB1 and FB2).

2.10

BB

Upgrade outfield fence

3.05

FB

Covered gateway entry (FB 1 and FB 2)

1.08 FB/SS Covered gateway entry (W, N, NW)
2.05

BB

Covered gateway entry (BB2)

1.07 FB/SS Beer garden in Football

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

1

Sq. M.

2000

$

15.00

$

30,000.00

1

Lump Sum

1

$

39,000.00

$

39,000.00

2

Each

4

$

8,000.00

$

32,000.00

3

Lump Sum

1

$

35,000.00

$

35,000.00

3

Sq. M.

2000

$

23.00

$

46,000.00

5

Lin M.

600

$

115.00

$

69,000.00

6

Each

2

$

4,200.00

$

8,400.00

7

Each

3

$

4,200.00

$

12,600.00

$

7

Each

1

8

Lump Sum

1

4,200.00

$

4,200.00

$13,000.00

$

13,000.00

Subtotal

$

289,200.00

15% Contingency

$

43,380.00

Operational Projects Total

$

332,580.00

Enhancement Concept Plan Total

June, 2012

$ 8,605,105.00
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5.3

Enhancement Plan Phasing

The Enhancement Plan is planned for implementation over the next 10 years. As indicated, in
considering the priorities, the stakeholders were asked to both rank the priorities and then highlight
the proposed development timeline of 1-3 years, 3-5 years, or 5-10 years (See Appendix C). The
City project team also met and completed the same survey through a consensus discussion.
Based on the overall feedback and a comparison of the top 4 ranked elements in each area
(including general improvements), the consultant worked with the City project team to prepare a
recommended phasing plan. At the final meeting of the Advisory Committee, the recommended plan
was reviewed and final refinements were proposed by the committee members. Table 5.3 outlines
the recommended phasing for implementation, based on priorities and costs associated with each
phase.
It is important to note the priority ranking by the various groups has not translated directly into the
recommended phasing. Consideration was given to available capital budget, the importance of some
of the infrastructure projects, the opportunity related to a staged approach to addressing the
operational projects, and the relationship (from a construction staging perspective) between various
projects. The recommended phasing is designed to provide a good balance between these various
factors and provides a staged approach to the implementation of the Enhancement Plan
recommendations.

June, 2012
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Table 5.3:

Recommended Phasing

Item Group Project Description

Project Priority

Units

Qty

1

Sq. M.

2000

$

15.00

$

30,000.00

1

Lump Sum

1

$

39,000.00

$

39,000.00

2

Lump Sum

1

$

120,000.00

$

120,000.00

2

Lump Sum

1

$

68,000.00

$

68,000.00

2

Lump Sum

1

$

24,000.00

$

24,000.00

$

Type

Rank

o
o
e
e
i
o
i
i
i
o
o
e
i

Unit Price

Total

Phase 1 Projects (1-3 years)
2.02

BB

Upgrade sod outfield (BB1)

3.04

FB

Higher backstops (FB 1 and FB 2)

2.01

BB

BB1 concession/washroom building expansion

4.05

G

Bus drop off

1.04 FB/SS Pressbox/spotters booth
3.06

FB

Dugouts (FB 1 and FB 2)

4.02

G

Transformer upgrades - phase 1

4.03

G

Main parking lot Replacement

1.06 FB/SS New scoreboard with stand
2.06

BB

Beer garden in BB1

3.02

FB

Replace compacted shale (FB1 and FB2).

2.03

BB

Batting Cage

1.05 FB/SS Sound system upgrade

2

Each

4

3

Lump Sum

1

8,000.00

$

32,000.00

$100,000.00

$

100,000.00

1

Lump Sum

1

$

5

Lump Sum

1

$

560,000.00

$

560,000.00

36,000.00

$

36,000.00

3

Lump Sum

1

3

Sq. M.

2000

$

35,000.00

$

35,000.00

$

23.00

$

4

Lump Sum

46,000.00

1

$

28,000.00

$

28,000.00

4

Lump Sum

1

$

38,000.00

$

38,000.00

Subtotal
15% Contingency
Phase 1 (1-3 years) Total

$ 1,156,000.00
$
173,400.00
$ 1,329,400.00

Phase 2 Projects (3-5 years)
1.02 FB/SS Ex Clubhouse /New Change Room Bldg
4.02

G

Transformer upgrades - phase 2

4.04

G

N/E parking lot expansion

1.06

FB

Upgrade outfield fences

2.04

BB

Lighting - BB 2 new

4.01

G

Upgrade utility Services

3.03

FB

Lighting and sound system FB 2

2.10

BB

Upgrade outfield fence

2.04

BB

Lighting - BB1 replace existing

3.05

FB

Covered gateway entry (FB 1 and FB 2)

2.05

BB

Covered gateway entry (BB2)

e
i
e
i
e
i
e
o
i
o
o

1

Sq. M.

380

$

2,300.00

$

874,000.00

3

Lump Sum

1

$150,000.00

$

150,000.00

4

Lump Sum

1

$

480,000.00

$

480,000.00

4

Lin M.

900

$

115.00

$

103,500.00

6

Each

1

$

180,000.00

$

180,000.00

5

Lump Sum

1

$

265,000.00

$

265,000.00

5

Lump Sum

1

$

140,000.00

$

140,000.00

5

Lin M.

600

$

115.00

$

69,000.00

6

Each

1

$

180,000.00

$

180,000.00

6

Each

2

$

4,200.00

$

8,400.00

7

Each

1

$

4,200.00

$

4,200.00

Subtotal
15% Contingency
Phase 2 (3-5 years) Total

$ 2,454,100.00
$

368,115.00

$ 2,822,215.00

Phase 3 Projects (5-10 years)
1.03 FB/SS Artificial Turf Field
1.01 FB/SS New sportsfield clubhouse/maintenance building
1.08 FB/SS Covered gateway entry (W, N, NW)
3.07

FB

Sound System upgrade (FB 1)

1.07 FB/SS Beer garden in Football

e
e
o
e
o

3

Lump Sum

1

6

Sq. M.

450

$ 2,800,000.00

$ 2,800,000.00

$

$ 1,035,000.00

2,300.00

7

Each

3

$

4,200.00

$

12,600.00

7

Lump Sum

1

$

12,000.00

$

12,000.00

8

Lump Sum

1

$13,000.00

$

13,000.00

Subtotal
15% Contingency

June, 2012

$ 3,872,600.00
$

580,890.00

Phase 3 (5-10 years) Total

$ 4,453,490.00

Enhancement Concept Plan Total

$ 8,605,105.00
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6.0

Conclusion
Great Chief Park provides Red Deer with a multi-sports destination that allows The City to showcase
its local athletic talent. The facility is home to numerous sports teams, tournaments, and sports
events. The site promotes physical activity for residents and allows visiting teams and spectators to
get a glimpse of the high quality park system and lifestyle that Red Deer offers. In order to maintain
this high quality recreational experience and include speed skating in its programming, it is important
that improvements address aging infrastructure and provide additional amenities to support the
substantial number of users and visitors.
Great Chief Park is also a destination for community events, such as festivals and charity events.
Since the site is connected into the Waskasoo Park system, many events use the park as the central
location with additional activities in other areas. Consequently, it is important that improvements
reinforce the site’s ability to support these events as an extension of Bower Ponds. The Recreation,
Parks and Culture Community Needs Assessment (2008), identified Bower Ponds / Great Chief Park
as a future location for a major festival site within the City. The recommendations in this
Enhancement Plan support this possibility. With site and facility upgrades, the potential for the site to
host large city-wide and regional events becomes more realistic.
Since the creation of Great Chief Park, capital investment has been ongoing. In order to meet the
needs of the community and various user groups, numerous improvements have been made over
the last five decades. Since 2008, upgrade and reinvestment projects have included:
New dugouts on Baseball Diamond 2
New bleachers on all fields
New lights and light poles on the Football / Soccer Field
New gateway structure on Baseball Diamond 1
Infield shale replacement on Baseball Diamond 1
Covering dugouts on Fastball Diamonds 1 and 2
Repairing / Replacing of original irrigation lines
Though these changes have benefited park users, reinvestment into this site has been limited due to
the size, required infrastructure and specialized requirements of athletic sports fields.
With the intention of sustaining recreational use of the site, the recommendations in this
Enhancement Plan provide guidance for greatly improving the overall condition of the park, the
quality of the facilities and the recreational and cultural experience of all users. Implementing these
improvements over the next 10 years will require the collaboration of The City and the user groups,
but will be of great benefit to the citizens of Red Deer and visitors to one of the best sports and
recreation parks in the Province.

June, 2012
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Appendix A
Stakeholder Consultation Results

June, 2012

Stakeholder Consultation: User Groups
Baseball/Slo‐Pitch/Fastball
•
Red Deer Stags ‐ "AAA" (18+)*
•
RD Senior Mens' Baseball Association*
•
Red Deer Riggers ‐ "AAA" (18+)*
•
Parkland Baseball League ‐ "AA"
•
Red Deer Minor Baseball Association*

•
•
•
•

Central Alberta Slo‐pitch Association
Red Deer Ladies' Fastball League (18+)*
Red Deer Fastball Association*
Red Deer Razorbacks Baseball‐AA*

•
•
•

Notre Dame High School
Red Deer Minor Football Association*
Red Deer Buccaneers Football Club *

•

Major Lacrosse

Cross‐Country Skiing
•
Parkland Cross‐Country Ski Club
•
Jackrabbit Cross‐Country Ski Club*

•

Red Deer Nordic Ski Club*

Soccer
•
Central Alberta Mens' Soccer League*
•
Red Deer City Soccer Association*
•
Central Alberta Womens' Soccer League

•
•

Red Deer United Soccer Club
Red Deer Renegades Soccer Club

Community Events
•
Canadian Liver Foundation
•
Red Deer Cultural Heritage Society*
•
AFCA Red Deer*
•
City of Red Deer ‐ Special Events*

•
•
•

Winterfest*
ALS Walk*
MS Society

Football
•
Hunting Hills High School Football*
•
Iron Will Football
•
Lindsay Thurber High School Football*
Lacrosse
•
Red Deer Master Lacrosse Association
•
Minor Field Lacrosse
Rugby
•
Red Deer Titans Rugby Football
Speed Skating
•
Red Deer Central Lions Speed Skating Club*

* Denotes groups that attended Stakeholder consultation sessions

Record of Meeting

Project No:
Meeting Date:
Meeting Time:
Meeting No:
Written By:

13321
September 20, 2011
5:00 PM
Lori Kieser

Great Chief Park Master Plan

Project:
Client:

City of Red Deer

Location:

Dawe Centre

Purpose:
In Attendance:

GCP Focus Group - Festivals and Walks
Genesh Chariyil - Red Deer Cultural Heritage
Society
Carl Sulyak - City of Red Deer
Josee Davis - ACFA
Deb Comfort - City of RD
Curtis Martinek - City of RD

Distribution:

Deb Comfort - for circulation

Key:

A. Red Deer Cultural Heritage Society
B. ACFA
C. ALS Walk – Red Deer

Michelle Parker - ALS Walk
Ellen Gedder - MS Walk
Wendy Meeres - City of RD

The subjects discussed and decisions reached are summarized in the following record. Please notify the author of any errors or omissions. If no
comments are received within 7 days this record is considered correct.

Item

Description

1.

Action By

List the programming and activities of your organization.
A.

B.
C.

2.
A.

B.

C.










Maintenance and Renting of Cronquist House & Festival Hall
Canada Day Celebrations – organized
Promote Multicultural organizations
Great Chief Park (Community Functions)
Carnaval (Bower Ponds – Great Chief Park)
ALS walk half day event
BBQ live band on flatbed truck
Walk thru park

What are some of the benefits and/or challenges of using Great Chief Park for
your organization’s activities?
 A place to meet people interested in the History of Red Deer
 Meet families
 Good stage for Canada Day
 Our event is held during the winter
 We invite multiple schools to attend
 We need an area big enough for the kids to sit at lunch time and warm up (grandstand or hall)
 Benefit – Parking at ball diamonds
 Benefit – City signs on highway
 Benefit – City employee comes early to ensure area is clean before and after
(picks up garbage and wood for fire, etc.)

ISL Engineering and Land Services Ltd.
Suite 100, 7909 – 51 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6E 5L9 T: 780.438.9000 F: 780.438.3700
J:\13300\13321_RD_GreatChiefPark\05_Communications\51_Meetings\110920_13321_Festivals and Walks_ROM.docx

islengineering.com
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Project No:
Meeting Date:
Meeting No:

13321
September 20, 2011

Item

Description

3.0

What types improvements to Great Chief Park would benefit your organization?
A.
B.

C.

4.0












Action By

More security (we have experienced break-ins)
Full time or day time washroom access for all
Media town (we invite Kraze 101.3 to our event)
Tent (spikes)
Stage built for summer (icy no heat)
More washrooms
Power – Generators are loud environmental problems.
Security issues
It would be nice to have better path between areas
The walk from large parking lots to areas

Additional comments and/or notes (use reverse side if needed).
A.

B.
C.










Limited space for the audience to watch program on stage
More space for the 12 food booths on Canada Day
Separate place for food booths
Park owned facility for food booths
No comment.
Only once has this happened – on morning of walk Border Paving was on-site
when we arrived at 0730 tearing up sidewalk – path of our walk – we needed to
re-route our walk – Border stated no communication between them and City – we
were able to re-route and have successful walk.
We have no concerns with our event we have been very happy with the support
received from the City.

User Group Needs
ALS:
 Use GCP/Kiwanis Picnic Area
 June: ½ day event location (morning to noon/1 pm)
 5 km walk to Bower Ponds
 Up to 200 people
 Small parking lot used for event. Handicap parking only and event tents / trails at
this location
 One problem – paving company once tor up route same day of event
 Site selected – BBQ area at top of park. Handicap access to washrooms is a
problem (distance is an issue). They typically bring motorhomes for this reason.
 Like proximity of playground
Winter Carnival (French):
 First Weekend of March
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Project No:
Meeting Date:
Meeting No:

Item

13321
September 20, 2011

Description



















Action By

Music, food, events, games
1000-2000 people
2 days – Friday – Kids French Immersion (1000)
Winter event – poor weather – need more warm-up space and food area for kids
Concert stage at Bower Ponds – too cold for performers. Ice on stage. Brought
heaters but still didn’t do enough (10-15 performers). Might not use stage again
(distance and poor weather) not great for winter.
Buses using NE Lot(18) to turn around and park
Use the whole site. Big parking lot for volunteer parking only
Major focus on kids – need heated rooms for kids to warm up during the day
Saturday – morning breakfast (BBQ) in tent
Games set up on football field
Fire pits set up throughout site
Performers stage (Bowers Pond) was too far away from activities
Issues with staking/securing the tents if artificial turf is used on field or if tents are
located on pavement.
Power – generators and some park electricity. Generators are very loud
300 volunteers typically
60’ x 60’ area on sports field outside – snowshoes, hockey, wood cutting, etc. on
field outside
Curling, performances, etc. at Bower Ponds – no good connection (seems so far
away)

MS Walk:
 ** See attached sheets for additional information provided from the MS Society
 May (last Sunday of May)
 Flooding and snow day issues because of timing
 Used to use the Kiwanis Picnic Shelter, which was fine for up to 700 people. The
event has gotten bigger so they moved to a different part of GCP (Cronquist
House). Little parking lot by Cronquist House is main setup space and
rd
tents/foods. 3 year at Bower Ponds
 Need flat cement pad with power for bands. Amphitheatre is too far away from
walk/event location to get much use. No one came back to listen to band.
Typically the event has 3 different bands
 Access issues – wheelchairs and scooters are difficult to move across lawn
 Sometimes there are too many events at same time – parking space taken up for
walk and limits the availability for other events/tournaments
 Walk covers the Heritage Ranch Loop and Kerrywood Loop
 Washrooms – typically bring in porta-potties but use washroom on trails –
especially Kiwanis bathroom
 Minor problems with cars from wedding and rentals being left overnight prior to
MS Walk
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Project No:
Meeting Date:
Meeting No:

Item

13321
September 20, 2011

Description

Action By

Red Deer Cultural:
 Group operates Cronquist House and is a part of other Red Deer activities such
as Canada Day
 Need a better washrooms near Bower Ponds that are accessible to people all the
time because people often ask to use Cronquist House bathrooms
 Canada Day:
o
Cronquist parking lot is used for food and tents – would like a better place
because it creates a “bottle neck” in this area.
o
Parking is an issue for Canada Day (but this is to be expected)
o
Stage works well but there is not enough warm change/wait space for
performers
o
Security issue – break-in at Cronquist House
o
Is there any way to accommodate more people by stage?
o
Power is an issue for big events – mostly generators (CH Parking Lot)
General Comments
 Need stronger way finding and trail connectivity throughout site and to other sites
 Pressure on Kiwanis Park when Boat Launch is busy
 RD City is trying to spread “walk groups” around other City Park/Sites
 Connectivity amongst different activities on the site is difficult when event several
locations within GCP
 City has tree planting policy requiring the replanting of removed trees at a rate of
3:1
 Osprey nesting poles keep having to be rebuilt because they are taken over by
geese
 Could the Bower Pond pavilion become a restaurant?
o
No business/operator plan in place yet – may not be enough business
because of isolated location
o
Instead could it be an open warm-up/washroom facility year-round?
 GCP is an easy event location, great scenery, well known location
 GCP has hosted the Midget Baseball national tournament 5 years in a row
 Also hosts the Old Timers Nationals tournament
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Project No:
Meeting Date:
Meeting Time:
Meeting No:
Written By:
Project:

13321
September 20, 2011
7:00 PM
Lori Kieser

Great Chief Park Master Plan

Client:

City of Red Deer

Location:

Dawe Centre

Purpose:
In Attendance:

GCP Focus Group - Sports
Bob Marston - Jack Rabbits
Greg Tisdale - RDCSA and Stags
Trudy Haraldson - Red Deer Ladies Fastball
Dave Smith - LTCHS Football
Corey Posey - Central Alberta Buccaneers
Jordan Weinkduf - Red Deer Riggers
Kerry Boon - Red Deer Riggers
Kevin Hankins - RD Senior Mens Baseball
Ed Marzurkewich - Red Deer Minor Baseball
Deb Comfort - City of RD
Carl Sulyak - City of RD

Distribution:

Deb Comfort - for circulation

Key:

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Red Deer Soccer Centre
Central Alberta Men’s Soccer
Hunting Hills Football
Prairie Fire Midget Football
Prairie Fire Midget Football
Lindsay Thurber H.S. Football
Central Alberta Buccaneers Football
Jackrabbits X-Country Ski
Parkland Ski / Red Deer Nordic

Kevin Stelmaschuk - RD Razorbacks BB Club
Glen Aldi - Central AB Mens Soccer League
Dwayne Lalor - RDMBA/Red Deer Riggers
Greg Thompson - RDFBA
Rob Willms - RDMBA
Dave Lapcarte - Midget Football
Brian Johnson - Red Deer Nordic
Doug Spicer - Red Deer Speedskating
Kyle Sedgwick - Hunting Hills Football
Lori Kieser - ISL
Randy Heaps - ISL

J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.

Red Deer Speedskating
Red Deer Senior Mens Baseball
Red Deer Minor Baseball
Red Deer Razorbacks Baseball
Red Deer Riggers Baseball
Red Deer Riggers Baseball
Red Deer Minor Softball
Red Deer Ladies Fastball

The subjects discussed and decisions reached are summarized in the following record. Please notify the author of any errors or omissions. If no
comments are received within 7 days this record is considered correct.

Item

Description

1.

Action By

List the programming and activities of your organization.
A.



B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.








H.
I.




Red Deer City Soccer Association (RDCSA) operates a team in the Alberta Major
Soccer League which is the top amateur league in Alberta.
Offering men’s soccer in Central Alberta.
Football
Spring football grades 9-10, 11
Atom, Pee Wee and Midget football
Football games
Mens football team, 4-8 games per year from June – Sept, 40 – 70 person roster.
Need quality football field for games, ideally practices 2-3 nights per week.
Coach or teach cross country skiing Community engagement
We groom Nordic ski trails in the Park and run both Jackrabbit and Red Deer

ISL Engineering and Land Services Ltd.
Suite 100, 7909 – 51 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6E 5L9 T: 780.438.9000 F: 780.438.3700
J:\13300\13321_RD_GreatChiefPark\05_Communications\51_Meetings\110920_13321_Sports_ROM.docx
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J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.

Q.
2.













Action By

Nordic ski practices. The ski trails are open to the public.
Speedskating practices 3 times per week plus one weekend meet. Dec - March
League and Tournament baseball games at baseball #1 and #2
Baseball 1 and 2
Fastball 1 and 2 (limited)
Baseball games – senior mens
Baseball practice, games, and tournaments
Baseball practice and games
May 1 to June 30 – Fastball league play 2 nights per week.
We will soon need 3 nights per week or be able to play late games on fastball #2
( i.e. need lights)
3 to 4 weekend tournaments per year
Ladies fastball on fastball 1 and 2

What are some of the benefits and/or challenges of using Great Chief Park for
your organization’s activities?
A.

B.

C.
D.
E.

F.
G.

H.

I.























We share a field with football and they damage the field every year. We did not
get on the field until June 20, 3 weeks into our season.
The dressing rooms are a major plus for us (League Requirement)
Parking – cost
Rain outs
Damage done by fall sports being allowed to play on a dormant field. Football
destroys the field.
No comment.
Without artificial turf we cannot play there we have to go to Lacombe.
Lack of artificial playing surface
Lack of change room area for football teams
Poor spotters booth and sound system
Scoreboard is hard to read during daytime games
Lighting is okay but not F
Parking
Change rooms
Benefits: Beautiful and fantastic location
Challenges: Weather, grass conditions, parking, scheduling, and locker room
sizes
The lights on the flat ground – football field
The building for meeting and warm up or emergency first aid
We use the hills in between the ball diamonds
The first place for snow in Red Deer and the last place to melt
No open washrooms or warming area outside of Jackrabbit lesson time
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J.
K.

L.

M.
N.

O.
P.

Q.
























3.0

Action By

No storage
Benefits will be earlier/later season
Challenges will be equipment storage and dressing room space
Easy accessibility
Lots of teams using two diamonds
Continually rising costs
Playing field quality
Lights
Concessions
Bathrooms
Benefits – wonderful atmosphere and field shape everyone wants to pay there
Benefits – nice area
Challenges – poor playing surface, poor concession, locker rooms, and no beer
garden
Benefits – Nice area
Challenges – Poor playing surface
Facility and grounds are top notch
Decent parking if only baseball and fastball are playing
Fields would be nice at 225 feet
Ultimately more diamonds are needed. It is sad to say but when we host
tournaments or provincials we have to go to Blackfalds, Lcombe or Sylvan where
there is a 4 fastball diamond facility with concession and bathroom, etc.
Teams that come cannot believe that Red Deer doesn’t have a facility large
enough to accommodate this. So definitely a new facility is needed ASAP.
Red Deer has grown and we still have one facility. (Even for other user groups
too).
The City needs to put money into recreation and less into arts.

What types improvements to Great Chief Park would benefit your organization?
A.
B.
C.

D.
E.














Turf field is a must for the long term use of this field
Longer dressing rooms for football/soccer/baseball
Better parking
Cheaper rental fees
Field turf
Enhanced change rooms
New press box
Artificial turf, updated change rooms, new concession and a second field.
Multiple artificial playing surfaces
Updated a larger change rooms
New spotters booth
New sound system
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F.
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H.
I.

J.

K.

L.

M.
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O.
P.


































Q.

4.0

Action By

New score board and relocate
Home for minor football
Field turf
Grand stand
Larger locker rooms, artificial turf
Lighting
Washroom and meeting area
Winter washrooms and warming area
Storage area
Lighting away from football field
More parking
More locker room space
More concession space
Better vehicle access/exits
Improved diamond care (SOD)
Parking
Washrooms
Batting cages (either a central year round or seasonal at each diamond)
Dedicated baseball on all fields BB 1 and 2 and FB 1 and 2
Lights on all fields
Press box improvements
Sound system improvements
Light on diamond #2
Washroom closer to diamond #2
Parking
Poor playing surface, poor concessions, locker rooms and no beer garden
Lots – sound, grandstands, and parking lots
Bigger concession for tournaments
Covered area for inclement weather
Another 8’ higher backstops
Re-shale infields
Cinder block dugouts
 Re-shale fastball 1 and 2 – the shale is “hard as a rock”, very unsafe – take
the infield grass out.

Additional comments and/or notes (use reverse side if needed).
A.




B.



Football and soccer should move out to 30th Avenue
Soccer would like to build an indoor pitch plus move from Edgar where we have 4
outdoor fields
No comment.
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N.
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P.







Q.
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No comment.
Remove pitch/putt, add parking, remove trees along ,xxx areas and add parking
Move football to another location to college or another location, twin the fields
I appreciate your efforts Deb! You make a difference in the city. Keep smiling.
No Comment.
No Comment.
This season (2011) we moved to Lacombe and became The Central Alberta
Buccaneers (formerly Red Deer Bucs) for several reasons. Field turf was a minor
reason. Larger factors were: 1. They wanted us there. Provide us opportunities to
volunteer and work off field fees. We end up paying $0 to play games (and
maybe practice) there. 2. Large primary dressing room (actually called the
Buccaneers Room) that can hold 80 player roster. 3. No scheduling issue. We
are a primary tenant at M.E. Global and get priority of booking, without worry of
game/field cancellation. Numerous times in the previous 9 years we have been
cancelled and kicked off GCP on game day because it “might rain” and needed to
find emergency new venue. 4. Beer garden capability.
We love GCP and would love to stay there if the facility could accommodate our
needs. We had difficulties with lights, scheduling, event/liquor licencing and room
capacity at GCP, but worked with it. M.E Global in Lacombe removed those
concerns and issues, and will have field turf for next summer, meaning the
buccaneers will play 6 of 7 (home and away) on new turf, our bodies will thank
us.
Lighting could be used one way in summer and point in other directions in winter
to help light some of the ski trails.
No comment.
No comment.
Does not make economic sense to destroy GCP to move it elsewhere
No comment.
Improving the core infrastructure: Upgrading and improving washroom
facility/concessions/change rooms.
No comment.
No comment.
We would love to host a Western Canadian or National level tournament but we
do not have enough diamonds
More facilities for fastball are needed
A 4 diamond facility is required for hosting – Like Leduc Park in Leduc or St.
Albert’s facilities
Our second priority would be to fix lighting on fastball 1 and add lighting to
fastball 2.
Third – add a batting cage – there is no facility in RD for us ladies – NO batting
cage for us.
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General Questions from Session
 What are some of the recent upgrades that have happened at GCP?
o
Recent upgrades to ball diamonds: lighting, dugouts #2, shale upgraded,
light and power
 Is there a precedent in AB for skating oval on field?
o
Not this exact scenario (especially with artificial turf)
 Where will jackrabbit put their tracks if oval moves in to the field?
o
Most likely use the baseball outfields
 What is the realistic funding budget?
o
There is some money available ($450,000), but there will be a push for
more, depending on the plan (multiple funding sources).
 Does the city need another running track? Can this be added to the speed
skating oval? Are the dimensions similar? Are there additional programming
needs that need to go with a track (shot-put, discus)?
o
Project team and City will look further into this issue.
 Are roadway changes being considered?
o
If there is a potential to improve GCP. Bus parking/turn-around is an issue
that the project team is aware of.
 What about allowing parking along Kerrywood Drive, and making the internal
roadway one-way through site to access out at Kerrywood Road?
o
There will be some grading issues in regards to creating an access at
Kerrywood Drive, but project team will keep this idea in mind.
 Is artificial turf needed for the field?
o
Increases usability (shoulder season) and decreases damage from
repetitive use and lowers maintenance costs.
 How will this project get funded? Is the City putting too much pressure on the
sports groups to come up with funding?
o
Once the project team develops a list of user needs and develops a strategy
to implement the project, the plan will be brought to the City to ask for
additional funding. The reality is that projects of this type need partnerships
with user groups that can access additional sources of funds. It needs to be
a joint initiative between the City and the User Groups.
 Are there too many users on one site? Would it be better to spend money on
secondary site rather than upgrading site to accommodate everyone?
General Comments and Ideas from Session
 Bower Ponds is getting a lot busier with more people and traffic entering through
GCP.
 X-country/Jackrabbit washroom access in winter – storage and warm-up
 Indoor storage/ with cage lockers
 Batting cage
 Trails/ski lighting along trees
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Par 3 Pitch n’ Putt could move in order to accommodate other programming
elements
Indoor baseball facility (currently they rent a facility off site). Baseball batting cage
and teaching area (approx. space needed:100x200’)
Football grandstands with bathrooms and concession (better crowd control since
people don’t need to exit the field area)
Need additional washrooms, especially for the football field and Baseball #1, and
up near fastball fields.
Re-level ball diamonds
Baseball and fastball diamonds: Remove infield turf and replace with shale.
Upgrade shale as it is currently rock-hard.
Solar panels to introduce green technology to GCP
Improve BB#1 lighting
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Lori Kieser

The subjects discussed and decisions reached are summarized in the following record. Please notify the author of any errors or omissions. If no
comments are received within 7 days this record is considered correct.

Item

Description

1

Skating Oval Dimensions: The skating oval dimensions will be based on 400m Mass
Start which is big enough to also accommodate 400m Olympic Style.

2

Flooding Requirements: Ideally the entire oval, including the center space would be
flooded in order to accommodate warm-up and training space. Add an additional 2-3m
outside of the oval dimensions in order to accommodate from ice/snow bank creeping.
Grading should ensure that the site is as flat as possible (max 0.5% slope).

3

Artificial Turf: Artificial turf would allow for minimal grading requirements for the filed
(0.5%). Potential opportunity for warming/cooling system installed under turf, in order
to increase use into shoulder season (high cost system, though).

4

Site Precedents: Halifax hosts the Canada Winter Games with a high quality facility.
Winnepeg (Cindy Klassen Facility) has an outdoor oval (football field) with a covered
glass viewing area. A good facility also in Quebec City. Currently Red Deer’s oval is
considered Alberta’s “fastest” ice and produces some of the fastest times in Alberta
and sometimes Canada. Many of the facilities throughout Canada are poor
(inadequate dimensions and/or facilities). A well designed oval in Red Deer would be
a benefit to the entire sport in Canada – not just Red Deer athletes.

5

Potential Sites other than GCP: Riverbend – site use wells for water and it is out of the
way. Kinex – Seniors probably won’t like to see it move in to the site. Bear Park.
Timberland Site – This would be a long term site which would hold up redevelopment
of Rotary Park. Hazel Lake – Long term site that could be at least 10 years into the
future.

6

Facility space requirements: Office/storage room – the size of the room currently used
at Golden Circle is sufficient for this purpose. “Everyday” needs – warm-up space for
100 people. Competition needs – warm-up for an additional 100 skaters and 100
spectators, separate lunch/warm-up area for competition officials and additional
office/media space. Maintenance Equipment – indoor storage for Tandem truck,1-ton
push truck, tractor with loader/resurfacer, small RTV type sweeper.

ISL Engineering and Land Services Ltd.
Suite 100, 7909 – 51 Avenue Edmonton, AB T6E 5L9 T: 780.438.9000 F: 780.438.3700
J:\13300\13321_RD_GreatChiefPark\05_Communications\51_Meetings\110907_13321_ROM 2_GCP Skating Oval.pdf.doc
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Description

7

Infrastructure requirements: Hot water system with 600gal/hour recovery (draw of
100gal per fill). Lighting.

8

Additional Wish List: Warm/covered Spectator area. Underground heating and cooling.

9

Design Challenges: Keeping flooding equipment clean when travelling from storage to
ice. Keeping people from walking across track or vandalizing the surface. Need
enough snow to form barrier edge that is required for flooding.

Action By

Info
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Appendix C
Priority Setting Survey Results

June, 2012

Which group or organization do you represent?
Riggers, Stags, Twilight Baseball, Red Deer Minor Baseball and Razorbacks
2. Baseball Diamonds - descriptions of these options on page 10 in the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
2.01 - BB1 concession/washroom building expansion,
including servicing

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.02 - Upgrade sod outfield (BB1)

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.03 - Batting cage

4

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.04 - Lighting (BB2)

6

Important - next 3-5 years

2.05 - Covered gateway entry (BB2)

8

Future - next 5-10 years

2.06 - Beer garden, including fencing and concrete pad
(BB1)

5

Important - next 3-5 years

2.07 - Alterations to fencing/gate to accommodate
concession/washroom expansion

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.08 - Concrete walk/plaza (BB1)

10

Future - next 5-10 years

2.09 - Landscaping, including hedge and turf repair

9

Future - next 5-10 years

2.10 - New fence mesh and safety top cap

7

Critical - next 1-3 years

Comments:
Look at flattening/repairing sod vs. replacing on BB1 Batting cage beside FB2 - end-to-end vs.
side-by-side
Concession/beer garden area needs to be enclosed by hedge for optics and access by the
tractor gate
Redo the backstop on BB1 and add safety netting between the backstop and the scorekeeper's
box
Remove some of the hedges and put up wind screens - BB1
Permanent beer garden shelter vs. tent
3. Fastball Diamonds - descriptions of these options on page 10 in the report
Priority Ranking
Phasing Ranking
Comments:
Keep grass infields

Baseball

1
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4. General Site Improvements - descriptions of these options start on page 11 in
the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
4.01 - Upgrade utility lines, including water/power/gas

4

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.02 - Transformer upgrades

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.03 - Main parking lot improvements, including
removals, grading and paving

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.04 - N/E parking lot expansion, behind the
Cronquist House, including landscaping

10

Future - next 5-10 years

4.05 - Bus drop off, turn-around, and access

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.06 - Concrete plaza/walks

5

Future - next 5-10 years

4.07 - New/realigned asphalt trails (3m)

6

Future - next 5-10 years

4.08 - Landscaped entry sign feature

7

Future - next 5-10 years

4.09 - Kiwanis picnic area/boat signage

8

Future - next 5-10 years

4.10 - General landscaping improvements

9

Future - next 5-10 years

Comments:
Didn't see the expansion of the Cronquist parking lot as important for their functions Access
from BB1 to second beer garden on football field ideal

Baseball

2
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Which group or organization do you represent?
Festivals

1. Football/Soccer/Speed Skating Area - descriptions of these options
start on page 8 in the report
Priority
Ranking

Phasing Ranking

1.01 - New sportsfield clubhouse/maintenance
building, including servicing

4

Important - next 3-5 years

1.02 - Existing clubhouse expansion (change
rooms), including servicing

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.03 - Artificial turf, including grading, base
preparation/drainage

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.04 - Pressbox/spotters booth

8

Important - next 3-5 years

1.05 - Sound system upgrade

3

Important - next 3-5 years

1.06 - New scoreboard with stand

12

Future - next 5-10 years

1.07 - Beer garden, including fence, gates and
concrete tent pad

7

Important - next 3-5 years

1.08 - Covered gateway entry

10

Future - next 5-10 years

1.09 - Fencing and gates (2.44m ht.) to
accommodate speedskating oval and new
entrances

9

Important - next 3-5 years

1.10 - Granular maintenance yar and driveway

13

Future - next 5-10 years

1.11 - Concrete walks/plaza (sportsfield area)

5

Important - next 3-5 years

1.12 - Furnishing, including picnic tables, benches
and trash receptacles

6

Important - next 3-5 years

1.13 - Landscaping, including trees, hedge and turf
repair

11

Future - next 5-10 years

Comments:
We support the development of a year around multi-use site for events and activities which
support include the amenities. It is important that the development meet the needs of a
variety of users to see activities in the winter months.
The development needs to consider maintenance and operational expenses that do not make
rental costs prohibitive to users but encourage more use.

Festivals

1
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4. General Site Improvements - descriptions of these options start on
page 11 in the report
Priority
Ranking

Phasing Ranking

4.01 - Upgrade utility lines, including water/power/gas

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.02 - Transformer upgrades

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.03 - Main parking lot improvements, including
removals, grading and paving

4

Important - next 3-5 years

4.04 - N/E parking lot expansion, behind the
Cronquist House, including landscaping

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.05 - Bus drop off, turn-around, and access

5

Important - next 3-5 years

4.06 - Concrete plaza/walks

6

Important - next 3-5 years

4.07 - New/realigned asphalt trails (3m)

7

Future - next 5-10 years

4.08 - Landscaped entry sign feature

9

Future - next 5-10 years

4.09 - Kiwanis picnic area/boat signage

10

Future - next 5-10 years

4.10 - General landscaping improvements

8

Future - next 5-10 years

Comments:
These general site improvements are very important for special events and festival.
Power upgrades are critical.
Grey water disposal needs to be considered.
Additional public washrooms closer to the pond/stage would support the general public and
events as the pavilion is not always open.
The expanded parking lots and bus access will be very helpful for tournaments and events.
Fountain Drive needs widening for access.
The pathway from Fountain Drive to pond needs speed bumps to slow skateboarders and
bikers.
Beer Garden area designated closer to stage, perhaps by Cronquist House would support
events on the stage.

Festivals

2
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Which group or organization do you represent?
Football
1. Football/Soccer/Speed Skating Area - descriptions of these options start on page
8 in the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
1.01 - New sportsfield clubhouse/maintenance
building, including servicing

6

Important - next 3-5 years

1.02 - Existing clubhouse expansion (change
rooms), including servicing

5

Important - next 3-5 years

1.03 - Artificial turf, including grading, base
preparation/drainage

4

Important - next 3-5 years

1.04 - Pressbox/spotters booth

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.05 - Sound system upgrade

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.06 - New scoreboard with stand

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.07 - Beer garden, including fence, gates and
concrete tent pad

7

Important - next 3-5 years

1.08 - Covered gateway entry

8

Future - next 5-10 years

1.09 - Fencing and gates (2.44m ht.) to
accommodate speedskating oval and new entrances

9

Future - next 5-10 years

1.10 - Granular maintenance yar and driveway

10

Future - next 5-10 years

1.11 - Concrete walks/plaza (sportsfield area)

11

Future - next 5-10 years

1.12 - Furnishing, including picnic tables, benches
and trash receptacles

12

Future - next 5-10 years

1.13 - Landscaping, including trees, hedge and turf
repair

13

Future - next 5-10 years

Football

1
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4. General Site Improvements - descriptions of these options start on page 11 in
the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
4.01 - Upgrade utility lines, including
water/power/gas

4

Important - next 3-5 years

4.02 - Transformer upgrades

5

Important - next 3-5 years

4.03 - Main parking lot improvements, including
removals, grading and paving

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.04 - N/E parking lot expansion, behind the
Cronquist House, including landscaping

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.05 - Bus drop off, turn-around, and access

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.06 - Concrete plaza/walks

10

Future - next 5-10 years

4.07 - New/realigned asphalt trails (3m)

9

Important - next 3-5 years

4.08 - Landscaped entry sign feature

8

Important - next 3-5 years

4.09 - Kiwanis picnic area/boat signage

7

Important - next 3-5 years

4.10 - General landscaping improvements

6

Important - next 3-5 years

Football

2
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Which group or organization do you represent?
Red Deer Minor Softball
2. Baseball Diamonds - descriptions of these options on page 10 in the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
2.01 - BB1 concession/washroom building
expansion, including servicing

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.02 - Upgrade sod outfield (BB1)

8

Important - next 3-5 years

2.03 - Batting cage

6

Important - next 3-5 years

2.04 - Lighting (BB2)

7

Future - next 5-10 years

2.05 - Covered gateway entry (BB2)

10

Future - next 5-10 years

2.06 - Beer garden, including fencing and
concrete pad (BB1)

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.07 - Alterations to fencing/gate to
accommodate concession/washroom expansion

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.08 - Concrete walk/plaza (BB1)

5

Important - next 3-5 years

2.09 - Landscaping, including hedge and turf
repair

4

Important - next 3-5 years

2.10 - New fence mesh and safety top cap

9

Future - next 5-10 years

3. Fastball Diamonds - descriptions of these options on page 10 in the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
3.01 - New pre-fab FB1 concession/washroom
building, including servicing (100 sq m)

2

Important - next 3-5 years

3.02 - Upgrade sod outfields and replace
compacted shale (FB1 and FB2)

3

Future - next 5-10 years

3.03 - Lighting (FB2)

4

Future - next 5-10 years

3.04 - Higher backstops (FB1 and FB2)

8

Future - next 5-10 years

3.05 - Covered gateway entry (FB1 and FB2)

6

Future - next 5-10 years

3.06 - Cinder-block dugout (FB1 and FB2)

1

Important - next 3-5 years

3.07 - Sound system upgrade (FB1 and FB2)

7

Future - next 5-10 years

Minor Softball

1

3.08 - New fence mesh and safety top cap

5

Future - next 5-10 years

Comments:
Taking the grass out of the infield for FB1 & FB2 would be top on the list for me.
4. General Site Improvements - descriptions of these options start on page 11 in
the report
No Response

Minor Softball

2

Which group or organization do you represent?
City of Red Deer - RPC, Neighbourhood Facilities and Community Development
1. Football/Soccer/Speed Skating Area - descriptions of these options start on page
8 in the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
1.01 - New sportsfield clubhouse/maintenance building,
including servicing

7

Future - next 5-10 years

1.02 - Existing clubhouse expansion (change rooms),
including servicing

6

Important - next 3-5
years

1.03 - Artificial turf, including grading, base
preparation/drainage

4

Important - next 3-5
years

1.04 - Pressbox/spotters booth

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.05 - Sound system upgrade

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.06 - New scoreboard with stand

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.07 - Beer garden, including fence, gates and concrete
tent pad

10

Future - next 5-10 years

1.08 - Covered gateway entry

8

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.09 - Fencing and gates (2.44m ht.) to accommodate
speedskating oval and new entrances

5

Important - next 3-5
years

1.10 - Granular maintenance yar and driveway

9

1.11 - Concrete walks/plaza (sportsfield area)

11

1.12 - Furnishing, including picnic tables, benches and
trash receptacles

12

1.13 - Landscaping, including trees, hedge and turf repair

13

Comments:
Potential to reuse the existing scoreboard with a new stand to reduce costs
Turf has become a requirement in High School Football to host Play Off and Final games
Significant positive financial impact to facility by installing turf Elements of 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13
would occur as the other higher ranked elements proceed
Several of these items would coincide with the pursuit of artificial turf in the facility

NFCD

1
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2. Baseball Diamonds - descriptions of these options on page 10 in the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
2.01 - BB1 concession/washroom building expansion,
including servicing

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.02 - Upgrade sod outfield (BB1)

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.03 - Batting cage

6

Important - next 3-5
years

2.04 - Lighting (BB2)

7

Future - next 5-10 years

2.05 - Covered gateway entry (BB2)

8

Future - next 5-10 years

2.06 - Beer garden, including fencing and concrete pad
(BB1)

4

Important - next 3-5
years

2.07 - Alterations to fencing/gate to accommodate
concession/washroom expansion

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.08 - Concrete walk/plaza (BB1)

9

Future - next 5-10 years

2.09 - Landscaping, including hedge and turf repair

10

Future - next 5-10 years

2.10 - New fence mesh and safety top cap

5

Future - next 5-10 years

Comments:
Fix up vs resod BB1
Upgrade lighting in BB1 to address woodpecker issue (could be an ~$180,000 touch)
Increase amount of safety mesh to backstop
3. Fastball Diamonds - descriptions of these options on page 10 in the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
3.01 - New pre-fab FB1 concession/washroom building,
including servicing (100 sq m)
3.02 - Upgrade sod outfields and replace compacted shale
(FB1 and FB2)

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

3.03 - Lighting (FB2)

4

Future - next 5-10 years

3.04 - Higher backstops (FB1 and FB2)

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

3.05 - Covered gateway entry (FB1 and FB2)

6

Future - next 5-10 years

3.06 - Cinder-block dugout (FB1 and FB2)

5

Future - next 5-10 years

3.07 - Sound system upgrade (FB1 and FB2)

NFCD

2
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3.08 - New fence mesh and safety top cap

3

Important - next 3-5
years

Comments:
Replacing compacted shale slated to occur in 2012; replacing sod in outfields not necessary
4. General Site Improvements - descriptions of these options start on page 11 in
the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
4.01 - Upgrade utility lines, including water/power/gas

4

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.02 - Transformer upgrades

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.03 - Main parking lot improvements, including removals,
grading and paving

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.04 - N/E parking lot expansion, behind the Cronquist
House, including landscaping

5

Future - next 5-10 years

4.05 - Bus drop off, turn-around, and access

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.06 - Concrete plaza/walks
4.07 - New/realigned asphalt trails (3m)
4.08 - Landscaped entry sign feature
4.09 - Kiwanis picnic area/boat signage
4.10 - General landscaping improvements
Comments: Will be able to breakdown the utility-related components after meeting with EL & P
Several items are inter-connected

NFCD

3
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Which group or organization do you represent?
Parkland Cross Country Ski Club Jackrabbit Ski Program Red Deer Nordic Ski Club
4. General Site Improvements - descriptions of these options start on page 11 in the
report
Priority
Phasing
Ranking
Ranking
4.01 - Upgrade utility lines, including water/power/gas
4.02 - Transformer upgrades
4.03 - Main parking lot improvements, including removals,
grading and paving
4.04 - N/E parking lot expansion, behind the Cronquist
House, including landscaping
4.05 - Bus drop off, turn-around, and access
4.06 - Concrete plaza/walks
4.07 - New/realigned asphalt trails (3m)
4.08 - Landscaped entry sign feature
4.09 - Kiwanis picnic area/boat signage
4.10 - General landscaping improvements
Comments: 4.11
Cross Country Skiing Priority ranking #1
Phasing ranking- continuous through the whole process
The current configuration of cross country ski trails will remain with some alterations due to the
footprint of the speed skating oval.
Secure storage of the ski trail grooming equipment will move from its current location in the GCP
football field to BB diamond 1, preferably hidden by landscaping and near an convenient exit gate.
This area will require electricity to plug in the snowmobiles used for track setting but that could
probably be tied in with any power requirements needed for the beer gardens which is just
adjacent.
Landscaping improvements will recognize the need for a 3-4 meter right-of-way along the ski trail
routes indicated as #33 on the site map Figure 4.1.
This includes not only vegetation planting but the location of picnic tables, garbage receptacles, and
any other amenities envisioned. Recognition of the value of the cross country ski training hill at #32
is important. The Jackrabbit training area which is currently in the football field under the lights will
move to BB diamond 1
The change room at #13 fig. 4 will continue to be used as a congregating area, warm-up and
washroom facility for the Jackrabbit Program with provision for getting to the ball diamond without
too many obstructions for children on skis

Parkland Cross Country Ski Club

1

Which group or organization do you represent?
Red Deer City Soccer

1. Football/Soccer/Speed Skating Area - descriptions of these options start
on page 8 in the report
Priority
Phasing
Ranking
Ranking
1.01 - New sportsfield clubhouse/maintenance
building, including servicing

3

Critical - next 13 years

1.02 - Existing clubhouse expansion (change rooms),
including servicing

2

Critical - next 13 years

1.03 - Artificial turf, including grading, base
preparation/drainage

1

Critical - next 13 years

1.04 - Pressbox/spotters booth

13

Important - next
3-5 years

1.05 - Sound system upgrade

4

Critical - next 13 years

1.06 - New scoreboard with stand

5

Critical - next 13 years

1.07 - Beer garden, including fence, gates and
concrete tent pad

6

Critical - next 13 years

1.08 - Covered gateway entry

12

Important - next
3-5 years

1.09 - Fencing and gates (2.44m ht.) to accommodate
speedskating oval and new entrances

11

Future - next 510 years

1.10 - Granular maintenance yar and driveway

10

Important - next
3-5 years

1.11 - Concrete walks/plaza (sportsfield area)

7

Important - next
3-5 years

1.12 - Furnishing, including picnic tables, benches and
trash receptacles

9

Future - next 510 years

1.13 - Landscaping, including trees, hedge and turf
repair

8

Critical - next 13 years

Soccer

1

Which group or organization do you represent?
Red Deer Softball Umpires Association
3. Fastball Diamonds - descriptions of these options on page 10 in the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
3.01 - New pre-fab FB1 concession/washroom
building, including servicing (100 sq m)

5

Important - next 3-5 years

3.02 - Upgrade sod outfields and replace
compacted shale (FB1 and FB2)

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

3.03 - Lighting (FB2)

6

Important - next 3-5 years

3.04 - Higher backstops (FB1 and FB2)

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

3.05 - Covered gateway entry (FB1 and FB2)

8

Future - next 5-10 years

3.06 - Cinder-block dugout (FB1 and FB2)

4

Important - next 3-5 years

3.07 - Sound system upgrade (FB1 and FB2)

7

Future - next 5-10 years

3.08 - New fence mesh and safety top cap

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

Comments:
Safety issues should be addressed first
4. General Site Improvements - descriptions of these options start on page 11 in
the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
4.01 - Upgrade utility lines, including
water/power/gas
4.02 - Transformer upgrades
4.03 - Main parking lot improvements, including
removals, grading and paving

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.04 - N/E parking lot expansion, behind the
Cronquist House, including landscaping

2

Important - next 3-5 years

4.05 - Bus drop off, turn-around, and access

3

Important - next 3-5 years

4.06 - Concrete plaza/walks
4.07 - New/realigned asphalt trails (3m)
4.08 - Landscaped entry sign feature
Softball Umpires

1
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4.09 - Kiwanis picnic area/boat signage
4.10 - General landscaping improvements
Comments:
Expanded parking would be useful as the park is very busy at some points in time.

Softball Umpires

2
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Which group or organization do you represent?
Speed skating
1. Football/Soccer/Speed Skating Area - descriptions of these options start on page
8 in the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
1.01 - New sportsfield clubhouse/maintenance
building, including servicing
1.02 - Existing clubhouse expansion (change rooms),
including servicing

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.03 - Artificial turf, including grading, base
preparation/drainage

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.04 - Pressbox/spotters booth

3

Important - next 3-5 years

1.05 - Sound system upgrade

4

Critical - next 1-3 years

1.06 - New scoreboard with stand

5

Important - next 3-5 years

1.07 - Beer garden, including fence, gates and
concrete tent pad
1.08 - Covered gateway entry
1.09 - Fencing and gates (2.44m ht.) to
accommodate speedskating oval and new entrances
1.10 - Granular maintenance yar and driveway
1.11 - Concrete walks/plaza (sportsfield area)
1.12 - Furnishing, including picnic tables, benches
and trash receptacles
1.13 - Landscaping, including trees, hedge and turf
repair
Comments:
From our speed skating club's perspective, this all hinges on the work done in the area of the
Golden Circle, so until we know when our existing oval is being removed we can't really
prioritize anything down at GCP. From my perspective of announcer at football games, there are
a couple of priorities, but in the big picture, they're not that huge.

Speed Skating

1
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4. General Site Improvements - descriptions of these options start on page 11 in
the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
4.01 - Upgrade utility lines, including
water/power/gas
4.02 - Transformer upgrades
4.03 - Main parking lot improvements, including
removals, grading and paving

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.04 - N/E parking lot expansion, behind the
Cronquist House, including landscaping

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.05 - Bus drop off, turn-around, and access

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.06 - Concrete plaza/walks
4.07 - New/realigned asphalt trails (3m)
4.08 - Landscaped entry sign feature
4.09 - Kiwanis picnic area/boat signage
4.10 - General landscaping improvements

Speed Skating

2
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Which group or organization do you represent?
Red Deer Twilight Baseball Association
1. Football/Soccer/Speed Skating Area - descriptions of these options start on page
8 in the report
Priority Phasing
Ranking Ranking
1.01 - New sportsfield clubhouse/maintenance building, including
servicing
1.02 - Existing clubhouse expansion (change rooms), including servicing

1

1.03 - Artificial turf, including grading, base preparation/drainage
1.04 - Pressbox/spotters booth
1.05 - Sound system upgrade
1.06 - New scoreboard with stand
1.07 - Beer garden, including fence, gates and concrete tent pad
1.08 - Covered gateway entry
1.09 - Fencing and gates (2.44m ht.) to accommodate speedskating oval
and new entrances
1.10 - Granular maintenance yar and driveway
1.11 - Concrete walks/plaza (sportsfield area)
1.12 - Furnishing, including picnic tables, benches and trash receptacles
1.13 - Landscaping, including trees, hedge and turf repair
2. Baseball Diamonds - descriptions of these options on page 10 in the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
2.01 - BB1 concession/washroom building
expansion, including servicing

5

Important - next 3-5 years

2.02 - Upgrade sod outfield (BB1)

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.03 - Batting cage

4

Important - next 3-5 years

2.04 - Lighting (BB2)

6

Important - next 3-5 years

2.05 - Covered gateway entry (BB2)

9

Future - next 5-10 years

Twilight Baseball

1
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2.06 - Beer garden, including fencing and
concrete pad (BB1)

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

2.07 - Alterations to fencing/gate to
accommodate concession/washroom
expansion

8

Future - next 5-10 years

2.08 - Concrete walk/plaze (BB1)

10

Future - next 5-10 years

2.09 - Landscaping, including hedge and turf
repair

7

Important - next 3-5 years

2.10 - New fence mesh and safety top cap

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

4. General Site Improvements - descriptions of these options start on page 11 in
the report
Priority
Phasing Ranking
Ranking
4.01 - Upgrade utility lines, including
water/power/gas

3

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.02 - Transformer upgrades

2

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.03 - Main parking lot improvements,
including removals, grading and paving

1

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.04 - N/E parking lot expansion, behind the
Cronquist House, including landscaping

10

Future - next 5-10 years

4.05 - Bus drop off, turn-around, and access

5

Important - next 3-5 years

4.06 - Concrete plaza/walks

7

Future - next 5-10 years

4.07 - New/realigned asphalt trails (3m)

6

Critical - next 1-3 years

4.08 - Landscaped entry sign feature

8

Future - next 5-10 years

4.09 - Kiwanis picnic area/boat signage

9

Future - next 5-10 years

4.10 - General landscaping improvements

4

Critical - next 1-3 years

Twilight Baseball

2
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